GRT-145-4

4Ω SEALED RIBBON TWEETER
Product Index Number: 060-0009
PRODUCT FEATURES

What makes the GRT-145-4 different?

The air gaps between the ribbons and the poles are sealed.

This sealing technology dramatically reduces harmonic distortion at low frequencies of the operating range.

The sensitivity is increased by 2 to 3 dB.

By combining the SRT technology with a powerful magnetic system, this ribbon tweeter offers a world first sensitivity level for a 7 cm\(^2\) ribbon @ 95 dB/W/m in the 4 to 18 kHz range.

Key product features:

- Hand assembled with high attention to quality control and overall finish
- U-Shaped Mylar Suspension
- Impressive sensitivity and frequency response Low distortion due to the SRT technology
- Easy to implement for loudspeaker and crossover design
- Ultra clean cumulative spectral decay graphHigh-end performance at a reasonable price

Click **HERE** for data sheet
TECHNICAL INFORMATION & REVIEWS

Click HERE for manufacturer’s data sheet

Click HERE to read the review by Mr. Troels Gravesen (Denmark)

Click HERE to read the review by Klang & Ton (In German)

Click HERE For a video review #1 by Impulse Audio (Canada)

Click HERE For a video review #2 by Impulse Audio (Canada)
For B2C sales (private consumers):

To find a distributor of our products in your region, please follow the link below:

☛ WHERE TO BUY

For questions about technical subjects, distribution or B2B sales, kindly contact us at:

☛ CONTACT@JANTZEN-AUDIO.COM

For B2B (business to business) orders kindly contact us at:

☛ ORDERS@JANTZEN-AUDIO.COM